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ABSTRACT
Data on eight different two breed combinations o f calves produced in two locations 
(Louisiana and Nebraska) were analyzed to determine the magnitude of genotype X 
location interactions for gestation length (GESTLEN), birth weight (BWT), pre-weaning 
average daily gain (ADG) and weaning weight (WWT). Sire breed (SB), sire/SB and 
cow breed (CB) interactions with location (LOC) were the primary sources of variation of 
interest in the analysis of variance. The SB X LOC interaction was significant for all 
traits whereas the CB X LOC interaction was important only for ADG. The sire/SB X 
LOC interaction accounted for a significant amount of variation for ADG and WWT. 
Within LOC, heritability estimates were .47, .26, .30 and .26 for GESTLEN, BWT,
ADG and WWT respectively. Across LOC, heritability estimates were .37, .19, and .02, 
respectively, for GESTLEN, BWT and WWT. A negative sire component was obtained 
for ADG in the across LOC analysis. Genetic correlations between GESTLEN and BWT 
(rg=49), BWT and WWT (rg = .54), and ADG and WWT (rg = 96) were all positive; the 
remaining were negative. The phenotype correlation was positive between GESTLEN and 
BWT (rp= .32), small and positive between GESTLEN and ADG (rp = .05) and small but 
negative between GESTLEN and WWT (rp = -.04). Genetic correlations o f the same traits 
across location were obtained to determine the magnitude of sire x  LOC interactions.
After correcting for heterogeneity of environmental variances, genetic correlations 
between LOC of 1.10, .76, -.05 and .12 were obtained for GESTLEN, BWT, ADG and 
WWT, respectively. Three methods of detecting the nature of genotype by environment
x
interactions were illustrated for reproductive traits in beef cattle. The Azzalini and Cox 
(1984) procedure seemed preferable for it allowed the determination of the direction of 
qualitative interactions. Although the usual graphical representation of the means 
remained the method of choice in visual appraisal of a genotype x location interaction, 
two graphical display techniques were studied. One method related to the original data 
(Biplot), and an alternative to the analysis of variance for fixed effects (Analysis of 
means). They generally were in close agreement with the Analysis of Variance 
procedure.
CHAPTER I.
GENOTYPE X ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS 
IN BEEF CATTLE PERFORMANCES
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
When many genotypes are selected in one environment, the selection on one or 
more traits can be maximized using standard theory. When the genotypes are 
considered in more than one environment, the genetic change in one environment from 
response to selection based on results in another environment is proportional to the 
genetic correlation under the two environments (Dickerson, 1962). In other words, 
the presence of an important genotype by environment interaction can complicate 
selection, especially when rankings, of breeding animals change under different 
environmental conditions.
Usually in order to identify genotypes that have consistent performances for 
specific environments, the scientist conducts an experiment in which a series of 
genotypes are evaluated over a series of environments. Literature abounds with 
references on results o f genotype by environment interactions. Various sources of 
environmental factors included for testing are year, season, management levels, soil 
type, physical location (or regions), contemporary group, climatic pattern, disease, 
density level, levels o f stress, herd, level of production and lactation number. 
Genotypes are presented in terms of crop varieties, animal breeds, proportion of breed, 




Statistical methodology in the study of genotype by environment interaction was 
first investigated in the early 20’s by Moores (1921). They became well-known after 
the studies o f Yates and Cochran (1938). They were further developed by Perkins and 
Jink (1968). The underlying assumption was an expected linear response of genotypes 
to environment and the "naturaT analytical approach was to regress genotype on 
environmental indexes (defined as averages across genotypes) and in the same way, 
predict specific genotypic responses to a series of environmental conditions. For G x E 
interactions, the approach is similar to the test o f general non-additivity proposed by 
Mandel (1961) and Elston and Bush (1964) in which an interaction exists, when for 
any row (or column), the difference between any element o f that row (or column) and 
the corresponding average is not a constant. Mandel (1961) also showed that the 
method is an extension of Tukey’s single degree of freedom for non-additivity (Tukey, 
1949; Scheffe, 1959).
Some of the regression criteria related to yield stability of genotypes include 1) 
genotype mean yield across environments (Finlay and Wilkinson, 1963), 2) deviations 
from the regression line near to unity (Eberhart and Russel, 1966) and 3) the average 
of the pairwise interaction of each genotype (Plaisted and Peterson, 1959). In the late 
1960’s, Gollop (1968) and Mandel (1969) independently developed a method of par­
titioning the error term into eigenvalues that represent interactions. The resulting 
models were referred to as multiplicative interaction models (Milliken and Johnson, 
1989; Emptage, 1989). If Mandel’s approach showed a significant interaction, one 
possible solution was to subdivide the genotypes into meaningful groups (Yates and
Cochran, 1938), such that the interaction mean squares was attributed to the 
differences between the slopes.
This approach gave birth to the dissimilarity index method (Lin and 
Thompson, 1975). These authors proposed a procedure which combined the concept 
o f testing for a common slope and the technique of cluster analysis. The dissimilarity 
measure was shown to be equivalent to the mean of the measures for all possible pairs 
of genotypes in the cluster (subset). Another variant of the method was the 
dissimilarity index between a pair of genotypes (Lin, 1982) in which the index in each 
grouping cycle is the exact genotype x environment interaction at that cycle. A 
modified alternative was presented by Ramey and Rosseille (1983). A more extensive 
review of statistical methods for genotype by environment interaction was given by 
Freeman (1973), Hill (1975) and Westcott (1986).
The practical use o f genotype x environment (G x E) interaction is for the 
breeder to determine the relative differences in response among genotypes. In animal 
genetics, two types o f genotype by environment interactions are encountered. The 
first type may be caused by different scales in each environment, i.e. genotypic dif­
ferences may be greater in one environment than in the others (Falconer, 1981). This 
type of interaction is referred to as a "quantitative interaction". In this situation, the 
G x E interaction is statistically irrelevant because it can be removed by a suitable 
transformation of the original data (Scheffe, 1959) or by increasing the progeny 
number in the weakly discriminating environments (Pirchner, 1983).
The second type is known as a "qualitative interaction". It is a result of change 
in direction of the true genotypic differences. Contrary to quantitative interactions,
4
this type of interaction can not be removed by any scale adjustment and therefore is 
considered to be uniquely the result o f environmental and genotypic differences.
Unfortunately, classical analysis o f variance does not answer fully which of the 
two interactions is present in the analysis. It merely permits evaluation of the 
statistical significance of the interaction term, determination of the percentage of the 
interaction term relative to total variation (a p2) and evaluation of the ratio of the 
interaction to the sum of its respective components. Additional and more sophisticated 
tests have been developed specifically to detect the presence of qualitative interactions 
(Azzalini and Cox, 1983; Gail and Simon, 1985; Berger, 1984). Their application has 
been recently illustrated in agronomical trials (Baker, 1988), and will be the subject 
of the third chapter of the present study.
In classical genetics, G x E interaction results from a failure of certain 
genotype x environment combinations to sum to a value equal to the phenotype 
(Falconer, 1981). An additional term is then added to the phenotypic expression (P) 
of the trait such that P = G + E + f(GE) where G and E are genetic and 
environment effects, respectively, and f(GE) is a non-linear function of E and G.
A measure of the interaction was formulated by Falconer (1952) in terms of 
genetic correlation. The idea made use of the concept that a trait measured in two 
environments represents two different traits. These genetic correlations were assumed 
to be based on both linkage and mainly pleiotropy. From that point of view, they are 
similar to correlations between two traits in the same environment (Bowman, 1972).
There is little scientific evidence on the existence of G x E in cattle (Warwick, 
1972) unless selection is performed on genotypes under extreme environmental
5
conditions (Frisch, 1981). When selection for an economic production trait is applied 
in several environments, one needs to correct for heterogeneity of genetic variance in 
each environment to obtain an unbiased estimate o f genetic correlation. Procedures 
to correct for genetic scale between environments are available for one environmental 
factor (Robertson, 1959), for two or more environments (Dickerson, 1962; Yamada, 
1962) and have been extended to two different environmental factors (Eisen and 
Saxton, 1983).
The ability to predict genetic changes makes use of another important parameter 
in quantitative genetics. The heritability (h2) is the quantity by which the predictions 
from selection (correlated response, selection gain, breeding value) are made. It is 
defined in the broad sense as the proportion of observed (phenotypic) variation due to 
genetic sources of variation, i.e. h2 = Vg/Vp. Since Vg can be partitioned into van* 
ance due to additive (Vt), dominance (Vd), and epistasis (Ve), a more strict definition 
of h2 (narrow sense) is the ratio o f V, to Vp. These estimates are biased and are the 
common form of h2 reported in literature and in textbooks. Unbiased estimates can 
be obtained from the general derivation of expected values o f a ratio of random 
variables (Pearson, 1896).
Robertson (1959) derived an approximate variance of the genetic correlation 
coefficient from the analysis o f variance and covariance. Variance of heritability also 
has been obtained from Pearson’s asymptotic variance-covariance of a ratio of random 
variables, based on Taylor’s series approximation. Under normality, an additional 
variance-covariance matrix of variance components from specific models was 
summarized by Searie (1971).
Experimental Results.
Pani et al. (1973) obtained a significant sire x  year interaction of bulls for 
yearling weights and yearling scores, but the interaction was not significant for heifers. 
The results were attributable to differences in feeding conditions and sex hormones. 
Warwick (1972) reported a study which indicated that Brahman cows exceeded 
Shorthorn cows at low and intermediate nutritional levels but at a high nutritional level 
Shorthorns were superior. He also noted that at all levels of nutrition, crossbred cows 
exceeded both straightbreds. Bolton et al. (1987) found a significant interaction 
between proportion of Brahman breeding and season of birth for pre-weaning average 
daily gain and other weaning traits. They also reported a significant interaction for 
average daily gain from weaning to a year of age, yearling condition score, 
prebreeding condition score, percentage of heifers in estrus and percent pregnancy rate 
among heifers. A genotype x season interaction was reported by Carroll et al. (1955) 
and Rollins et al. (1964) for several traits in beef cattle. In the above studies, 
comparisons of performance of straightbred Hereford and crossbred Brahman-Hereford 
calves revealed that during the summer the crossbred calves outgained the straight 
Hereford calves on pasture but the reverse occurred during winter fattening in the 
feed lot.
Interaction involving sire breed with feeding and management factors were 
found to be non-significant for milk yield in Holstein cattle (Mohammad et al, 1982). 
The components of variance from the interaction were negative and therefore assumed 
to be essentially zero. Significant sire-breed x region and sire-breed x contemporary 
group within region for birth and weaning weight in Limousine cattle were reported
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by Bertrand et al. (1987). Their results showed that accounting for dams improved 
genetic correlations by reducing the magnitude of the sire-breed x contemporary 
group within region interaction. The reduction, however, was not of the magnitude 
to make the interaction non-significant. Thus it was concluded that rank changes of 
sire progeny performance were occurring across contemporary groups. The 
mechanisms of interactions between sire and population of mates have been reported 
by Dunn et al. (1970), Koger et al. (1975) and more recently by Brun (1985). These 
authors arrived at the same conclusions, i.e. the genetic ability of the sire to produce 
progeny ranking similarly in straightbreeding or crossbreeding systems was high, not 
only for one trait across both breeding systems (Brun, 1985), but also for two different 
traits when one is measured in the first system and the other is measured in the second 
system (Dunn et a l., 1970).
Age of the cow (or equivalently lactation number) has also been used as an 
environmental factor (Ron and Hillel, 1983). Additional reviews on genotype x 
environment interaction include Chapman (1968), Urick et al. (1966), Tanner et al. 
(1970), Burnside et al. (1972), Pani and Lasley (1972), Batra et al. (1970), and 
Barlow (1981).
As a contribution to the study of genotype by environment interaction in beef 
cattle, the primary objectives of this study were to:
(1.) quantify the magnitude of genotype by environment interactions for gestation 
length and pre-weaning traits in beef cattle (birth weight, average daily gain and 
weaning weight).
8
(2.) present and discuss the use of complementary tests to the Analysis o f Variance. 
The tests are specifically derived for detection of qualitative interaction and 
were illustrated for gestation length and the above pre-weaning traits.
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CHAPTER II.
GENOTYPE X ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION 
IN BEEF CATTLE. GESTATION LENGTH, BIRTH AND WEANING 
WEIGHTS AND AVERAGE DAILY GAIN
INTRODUCTION
Attempts to identify genotypes that have consistent performance for specific 
target environments have led to the conclusion that differences in phenotypes among 
a series of genotypes can show constant performance under differing environments 
(Dickerson, 1962). This suggests, as subsequent reviews confirmed, that genotype x 
environment interactions in beef cattle are not substantial under environmental 
conditions that are not extremely different ( Pani and Lasley, 1972; Warwick, 1972).
A goal o f the beef cattle industry is to control birth weight. One method to 
control birth weight is by selection for shorter gestation length (Bourdon and Brinks,
1982). However, the procedure used to control birth weight should not compromise 
the post-natal growth, since birth weight is from moderate to high genetically 
correlated with growth traits (White, 1970; Loganathan, 1962; Brinks et al., 1964).
Most o f the genetic relationship estimates are limited to herds within the same 
environment (Pani et al ., 1973). The inclusion of location (or region) effect in the 
model has produced conflicting results in the magnitude of genotype by environment 
interactions. Buchanan and Nielsen (1979) have reported a significant sire x region 
interaction for weaning weight. Tess et al. (1979) and Burfening et al. (1982) did not 
find any significant sire*region interaction for birth weight or weaning weight.
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The objective of the study was to evaluate the magnitude of sire breed x 
location and sire/sire breed x location interactions for gestation length (GESTLEN), 
birth weight (BWT), pre-weaning average daily gain (ADG) and weaning weight 
(WWT).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The study included data collected in two locations (St. Gabriel Research Station, 
Louisiana State University Agricultural Center, St. Gabriel, Louisiana and Roman L. 
Hruska US Meat Animal Research Center, Clay Center, Nebraska).
Experimental Data:
At St. Gabriel: Data used are from the first phase of the experiment in which 
a base cow herd of Angus and Hereford cows was purchased from Roman L. Hruska 
US Meat Animal Research Center, Clay Nebraska. Four sire breeds (Brahman, 
Simmental, Maine-Anjou, and Chianina) were bred artificially to Angus and Hereford 
cows to produce calves of eight two-breed crosses. Subsequent records were collected 
over three years from calves bom in the late fall and winter months of 1974-1976. 
The calves remained with their dams until they were weaned in late June or early July. 
Cows grazed ryegrass pastures during the winter months when available. When 
necessary, cows were fed bermudagrass hay and free choice protein supplement. 
Calves did not have access to creep feed during the pre-2weaning period.
At US Meat Animal Research Center (MARC): The records were from cows 
that were purhased from commercial producers in western Nebraska. The cows had 
at least one previous calf before entering the program. They were maintained on 
improved pastures. During the winter months, cows received either hay or silage or
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both. Most o f the calving occurred between late February and early May. Until 
weaning in later October, calves were creep fed whole oats from mid-July.
Prior to the main analysis, year effects were removed from both the 1-ouisiana 
and Nebraska data separately. This was necessary because of the confounding of years 
with locations and breed groups with years in the Nebraska data. The breed-year 
combinations for each location are presented in Table 9. While confounding of breed 
group with year existed for the breeds of interest in the Nebraska data, reciprocal 
Angus x Hereford crosses were produced in all years (1970-76). Records from the 
Angus-Hereford reciprocal crosses were grouped into three sets of years (1970-72, 
1973-74 and 1975-76) and correction factors (deviations) developed from these records 
were subsequently added or subtracted to each record collected in Nebraska for the 
eight breed groups of interest in the present study.
After the breed groups were corrected for groups of years in the Nebraska data, 
a final preliminary analysis was performed which included the effect o f year within 
breed group. For the Louisiana data the model included only year as a source of 
variation since all eight breed combinations were produced each year. Deviation for 
the year (Louisiana) and year within breed combination (Nebraska) were added or 
subtracted to each record to remove year-to-year variation from the final analysis. 
These corrections were made under the assumption of no interaction between breeds 
and groups of years.
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TABLE 1. BREED-YEAR COMBINATION FOR EACH LOCATION
Location
Breed Louisiana Nebraska
B xA 74-75-76 75-76
B X H 74-75-76 75-76
CXA 74-75-76 73-74
C x H 74-75-76 73-74
M A x A 74-75-76 73-74
MAXH 74-75-76 73-74
S X A 74-75-76 70-71-72
S x H 74-75-76 70-71-72
Line first numbers 1-4 are for Brahman, Chiamna, Maine-Anjou and Simmental. 
The third numbers are for Angus (5) and Hereford (6).
The adjusted data were subsequently analyzed using weighted squares of 
means (commonly referred to as partial or type III sums of squares). The method was 
applied to the following general linear covariance model:
Y* = XB  +  E  ... (1)
where Y’N., is the adjusted random vector of observations on dependent variables: 
GESTLEN, BWT, ADG, and WWT; XN.p is the incidence matrix with rank r < = 
p; Bp.j is an unkown, fixed vector defining the levels (p =17) of fixed factors (sex of 
the calf, location, breed type of the sire and of the cow, cow breed by location, sire 
breed by location and cow breed by sire breed interactions), and regression coefficients 
corresponding to the covariates (age of the dam, age of the calf at weaning and their 
quadratic variates); is an nonobservable random vector (q = 2) for the levels of 
random factors (sire within breed type of the sire and its interaction with location); EN„, 
is the vector o f random error having zero means and a 2 IN variance-covariance matrix.
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All the analyses have been performed using the SAS System (SAS.1985).
The variance components a 2lire/SB, a 2 Loc**L (« /sb  and o f2 were subsequently 
used to estimate heritabilities and genetic correlations. Relationship between causal 
components o f variance (V) and observed components of variance (a 2) are shown from
a paternal half sib covariance as follows:
= 4 a 2 (ire/SB .. .(2)
^i(A) = 4 a 2 x tire/SB ••■(3)
=  ° 2 f  ~  3 (<?2 jjre/sg +  a 2 LOC • lire/SB ) -(4)
where VA is additive genetic variance, VI(A) is additive genetic component o f location 
x  sire/SB interaction, VE is environmental variance, a 2lirc,SB is observed variation 
among half-sib progeny of the same sire breed, a 2L(>c * tirc/SB *s observed variation 
arising from half-sibs o f the same sire breed reared in different environments, and o 2( 
is the residual mean square.
From these relationships, two estimates of herilability were computed, as 
they are applied within each location (h ,2), and across locations (h22):
h , 2 =  4/(1 +  y *) . . . (5)
where y 1 =  a t2/ ( a \ in/SB + o 2 ^  * Mre/SB) ...(6)
or equivalently [VA +  VI(A)]/op2 from (2) and (3) ...(7)
The first estimate of heritability, h 12, is used when selection is performed within an 
environment or location, whereas a second heritability estimate, h22, obtained by 
ignoring the interaction phenotypic (or causal) component is more appropriate for
genera] selection regardless o f the environment or location. Furthermore h,2 > h22
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since more selection progress is expected when animals are selected from one 
environment.
Estimates of genetic correlation between values of the same or different traits 
across locations follow Yamada (1962) methodology. The random model provides a 
biologically appropriate way to construct meaningful expected mean squares, and one 
can thus obtain valuable variance components. This has been implied in Yamada 
(1962), defended by Hocking (1978) and adopted by Eisen and Saxton (1983). The 
genetic correlations of the same trait across locations were further corrected for 
variation between environments in the scale of genetic effects as in Dickerson (1962).
Standard errors for genetic correlations and heritability estimates are argued 
nonusable values, for rG has an unkown distribution (Scheinberg, 1966), and confidence 
intervals are more appropriate for h2. Especially for h \  its distribution is not a normal 
distribution but is from a x2 distribution. Derivation of approximate confidence limits 
o f h2 are given in Bogyo and Becker (1963). Harville and Fenech (1985) provided an 
iterative method to construct exact confidence intervals in an unbalanced mixed model.
RESULTS and DISCUSSION
The number of records per breed of sire and breed of dam for GESTLEN, 
BWT, ADG and WWT are presented in Table 10. Fixed effect elements of the 
covariance mixed model are sex of the calf (S), location (LOC), cow breed (CB), sire 
breed (SB) and the CB x LOC, SB x CB and SB x LOC interactions. Appropriate 
error terms for tests o f significance are derived from the expectation of mean squares
TAILE 2. OISTMUTION OF CALVES FMOUCED IT LOCATION, MEEA OF SINE AND DCS OF MM
I r r i a n Ch farina Mine Anjou S f w n u l
(1) (2) (3) (*> (1) (2) (3) C*> (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4)
Louisiana
Argus 77 77 69 69 62 62 59 59 65 65 63 63 63 63 59 59
Hereford 63 63 S6 56 64 64 55 55 62 62 62 58 57 57 55 55
Nebraska
Angus 209 209 202 202 102 102 95 95 105 105 94 94 17* 17* 163 163
Hereford 139 139 127 127 97 97 90 90 M 88 77 77 174 174 150 150
( 1 ) .  ( 2 ) ,  ( 3 )  and ( 4 )  r e p r e s e n t  g e s t a t i n  l e n g t h ,  b i r t h  w e i g h t ,  a v e r a g e  d s i l y  g a i n  an d  weaning w eig h t ,
r e s p e c t  i v e l y .
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shown in Table 11. Sire/SB is used as the error term to test for sire breed differences, 
whereas the location x sire/SB interaction is the relevant error term for LOC, LOC x 
SB breed and the random effect o f sire/SB. The overall mean square error tests the 
significance of the remaining effects in the model.
Overall results o f the analysis are reported in Table 12. In general, all main 
fixed effects were highly significant for all traits; with the exceptions of LOC and SB 
effects, which were non significant for GESTLEN and BWT, respectively. Sire breed 
x LOC interaction was a highly significant effect for all the traits, but SB x CB 
interactions showed a similar ranking for the four sire breeds when crossed with Angus 
and Hereford dams for alt traits except ADG. Sire/SB was a highly significant source 
of variation for both GESTLEN and BWT but was not significant for ADG and 
WWT. As determined by the nonsignificant CB x LOC interactions, differences 
among dam breeds were similar in both locations for all traits except for BWT.
Components o f variance were calculated via the method of moment by 
equating observed mean squares to their corresponding expectations and solving for 
components o f random effects (Table 13). Total (phenotypic or observed) variance 
was estimated as the sum of the following three elements : variance component of 
sire/SB, (o 2̂ re/SB), location x sire/SB component (<J2loc * .ik/sb) and residual vanance 
component (a 2,). Sire/SB accounted for 9.25% and 4.85% of the total variance for 
GESTLEN and BWT, respectively. The value associated with BWT is similar to that 
reported by Burfening et ai. (1982). The component of variance attributable to the 
sire/SB is small for WWT (.66%) and nearing zero for ADG (negative component). 
From the overall ANCOVA model, the location x sire/sire breed interaction accounts
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TABLE 3 .  EXPECTED MEAN SOUABES AND VARIANCE COMPONENTS
FOR MOOEL E FFECTS
S o u r c e E ( MS )
S ex • . *
♦ ° 7
LOC + k7 s i r e / S B * L O C  ♦ ° 6
CB ♦ ° 5
SB ° . 2
♦
k5 o 2 s i  re /S B * L O C + k6  O 2 s i r e / S B * 0 4
CB*LOC ♦ ° 3
CB*SB ♦ ° 2
SB*LOC ♦ k4 o 2 s i  re /S B *L O C * °1
" s i r e / S B « . 2 ♦ k 2 o 2 s i  re /SB *L O C * k j  O 2 s i r e / S B
b
S i  re /S B * L O C (S B ) ° . 2 ♦ k 1 o 2 s i  r e /S 8 * L O C
C o v e r i  a t e s ( L i n e a r ) ° . 2
♦ 0
C o v e r  i a t e s ( Q u a d ) ° . 2 ♦ Q
R e s i d u a l ° . 2
‘ R e p r e s e n t s  t h e  e r r o r  t e r m  f o r  SB e f f e c t .
' ’R e p r e s e n t s  t h e  e r r o r  t e r m  f o r  s i r e / S B ,  LOC a n d  SB*LOC.
TABLE A. ANALYSES OF
PRE
VARIANCE, NEAN SQUARES 
'WEANING AVERAGE M IL T
FOR GESTATION 
GAIN (PREADG)
LENGTH (GESTLEN), BIRTH 
ANO WEANING WEIGHT
WEIGHT (BWT),
P a r a m e t e r s
S o u rc e d f GESTLEN BUT PRE-ADG WWT
Sex ( S ) 1 1 4 2 4 .5 6 1 * * * 4 5 0 7 .3 5 4 * * * .9 6 8 * * * 6 6 1 7 2 .9 4 5 * * *
L o c a t i o n  (LOC) 1 .661  NS 11 9 1 5 ,9 3 1 * * * .7 7 7 * * * 8 9 7 6 0 .0 1 3 * * *
Cow b r e e d  (CB) 1 3 1 5 6 .9 2 7 * * * 3 0 2 .1 7 2 * * * 2 .0 8 3 * * * 7 0 0 7 0 .8 3 8 * * *
S i r e  b r e e d  (SB) 3 1 9 2 0 .2 1 8 * * * 7 5 .5 3 9  NS .2 7 5 * * * 6 6 7 2 .9 1 5 * * *
S i r e / S B 59 9 5 .8 0 7 * * * 3 8 .6 9 7 * * .0 3 7  NS 9 5 6 .2 4 5  NS
CBUOC 1 1 3 .0 2 4  NS 4 3 1 .1 4 2 * * * .0 0 3  NS 2 5 1 .8 7 2  NS
SB*LOC 3 1 9 9 .6 4 6 * * 1 0 8 .884** 3 .0 0 9 * * * 7 2 9 0 .7 9 2 * * *
SB*CS 3 6 0 . 1 0 4  NS 6 . 6 4 7  NS .037* 9 5 6 . 2 4 5  NS
Si re/SB*LOC 59 3 7 .2 9 5  NS 2 0 . 3 5 8  NS .0 2 3 * * * 8 2 9 .5 3 1 * * *
C o v a r i a t e s
E r r o r  ( d f ) 2 9 . 5 4 3 ( 1 4 6 8 ) 1 8 ,5 6 5 ( 1 3 3 8 ) .0 1 3 ( 1 3 3 8 ) 5 2 2 .2 4 0 ( 1 3 3 8 )
* P < .0 5  * * P « .0 1  *** P < .0 0 1  NS = n o n - s i a n i f i c a n t .
r\>
ro
TABLE 5 .  ESTIMATED VARIANCE COMPONENTS AMI  PERCENT OF TOTAL VARIANCE
N ando* e f f e c t  GESTLEN BUT PRE-ADG WWT
S i r e / s i r e  b r e e d  . 6 5 8 ( 9 . 2 5 )  . 9 6 1 ( 4 . 8 5 )  - , 0 0 0 0 2 ( - .1 5 )  3 . 7 0 4 ( . 6 )
L o c a t i o n  X s i r e / s i r e  b r e e d  . 1 6 9 ( 2 . 4 5 )  . 3 0 7 ( 1 . 5 5 )  . 0 0 1 ( 7 . 4 7 )  3 2 . 5 2 2 ( 5 . 8 2 )
R e s i d u a l  6 . 0 8 1 ( 8 8 . 3 0 )  1 8 . 5 6 5 ( 9 3 . 6 )  . 0 1 3 ( 9 2 . 6 8 )  5 2 2 .2 4 0 ( 9 3 . 5 2 )
r oco
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for a substantial amount of the variation for both ADG and WWT. The components 
o f variance are almost ten times larger than those for sire/SB for ADG and WWT.
The within location heritability estimate (h1I = .47) for GESTLEN (Table 14) 
was slightly larger than those reported by Bourdon and Brinks (1982), and by 
Andersen and Plum (1965) for h ,2 (.36 and .37 respectively) but the across location 
estimate (h22 = ,37) was smaller than the estimate (h22 =  .48) reported by Burfening et 
al. (1978). Heritability estimates for BWT in the present study were .26 and .19 for 
h]2 and h22, respectively. Across location estimates agree with those from Swiger 
(1961), and White (1970) but are lower than the average heritabililies of .46 given by 
Dunn et al. (1970) from crossbred sires. The estimate of heritability o f gain from 
birth to weaning (ADG) was in the range of most reported estimates (Woldehawariat 
et al, 1977). The same authors computed weighted and unweighted averages of .33 
and .28, respectively, compared with .30 obtained in this study for ADG. The 
heritability estimate for WWT (h!2 = .26) is close to the value (.28) reported by 
Pahnish et al. (1961), slightly higher than the .23 of Nelsen and Kress (1979) and 
identical to the weighted average estimate obtained by Woldehawariat et al. (1977).
Genetic and phenotypic correlations among the traits are presented in Table 
7. Observed correlations between GESTLEN and BWT, ADG and WWT are .32, .05 
and -.04, respectively. Gestation length does affect weight of the calf at birth but 
seems to lose its influence on subsequent performance traits as the correlations are 
nearing zero with both WWT and ADG. Bourdon and Brinks (1982) came to the 
same conclusion when estimates were calculated separately for male and female calves. 
Conversely, BWT was positively correlated with ADG and WWT by .21 and .38,
TABLE 6 .  HER I T A B 1 L I T T  E S T I M A T E S  WI TH AND U I T H O U T  THE
INTERACTION COMPONENT
I t e m GESTLEN BUT PRE-ADG WWT
h 2 b  
h 1 . 4 7 . 2 6 . 3 0 . 2 6
h  2c  2 . 3 7 . 1 9
„ a . 0 2
1 . ’ 8 . 5 4 1 5 . 6 4 1 3 . 6 5 1 5 . 4 2
* N o n - e s t i m a b l e  b e c a u s e  £r‘w  ,u*/$n w a s  n e g a t i v e .
^ cH e r i  t a b i  t i t  i e s  a r e  e s t i m a t e d  u i  t h  a n d  w i t h o u t  o 2Loc^ Ja^  ■ r e s p e c t i v e l y .
2j6
TABLE 7 .  
LENGTH
p h e n o t y p i c
(GESTLEN), 
DAILY GAIN
AND GENETIC CORRELATIONS 







GESTLEN BUT PRE-ADG UUT
GESTLEN - .3 2 . 0 5 - . 0 4
BUT . 4 9 - .2 1 . 3 8
PRE-ADG - . 1 6 - .0 1 - .9 5
UUT - . 2 9 . 0 7 ( . 5 4 ) * . 9 7 -
G e n e t i c  c o r r e l e t  i o n s  a r e  b e l o w  d i a g o n a l .  P h e n o t y p i c  c o r r e l a t i o n s  a r e  a b o v e  d i a g o n a l .  
*Uhen c o v a r i a n c e  d u e  t o  i n t e r e c t t o n  i s  i g n o r e d .
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respectively. Sire-weighted averages presented in Woldehawariat et al. (1977) were 
.23 between BWT and ADG and .38 between BWT and WWT. Phenotypic 
correlation between ADG and WWT was, as expected, high and positive (rp = .95).
The genetic correlations of GESTLEN with other traits are similar in trend 
but more pronounced than the phenotypic counterparts. They are .49, -.16 and -.29, 
respectively, for BWT, ADG, and WWT. The results suggest that if longer gestation 
lengths are associated genetically to heavier calves at birth, the same genes negatively 
affect gain from birth to weaning and their weight at weaning. Birth weight is not 
correlated with ADG (-.01) and is also non-con-elated with WWT (.07). However, 
when the LOC x  sire/SD interaction covariance component between BWT and WWT 
is ignored (a negative estimate was obtained), then the genetic correlation increases to 
a value of .57, which is close to those reported in the literature (Nelsen and Kress, 
1979; Koch et al., 1973; Woldehawariat et al., 1977). As expected, there existed a 
high genetic correlation (.97) between ADG and WWT.
The genetic correlations of the same trait across locations are reported in 
Table 8. Variance components of the interaction LOC x  sire/SB interaction has been 
partitioned in one element associated with the genetic correlation and a second element 
related to the variance of the genetic scales among the two environments V (oKl). The 
latter is used to correct for heterogeneity of variances and thus provide an unbiased 
estimate of genetic correlation (Yamada, 1962; Dickerson, 1962; Eisen and Saxton,
1983).
Sires of the same breed achieved a complete genetic correlation for 
GESTLEN (r*g=1.10) and to a lesser extent for BWT (r*g = .76). This means that
TABLE 8 .  GENETIC CORREIATIONS TOR GESTATION LENGTH, BIRTH WEIGHT PRE-WEANING AVERAGE DAILY
GAIN ANO UEANING WEIGHT ACROSS LOCATIONS
G e n e t i c  c o r r e l a t i o n _____________________  C o r r e c t i o n ______ f a c t o r
T r a i t s
a
C o r r e c t e d
rfl
b
U n c o r r e c t e d
r 9 v< V w< ° 9 i ) /  0  s i r e / S B
GESTLEN 1 .1 0 .7 9 1 .11 .3 6
-A -6
BUT .7 6 .7 6 3 .6 * 1 0 .7 7 * 1 0
PRE-ADG - . 0 5 - . 0 2 2 .9 * 1 0 2 9 .8
IMT .1 2 .1 0 2 2 .1 1 1 .2 3
•  q 2cow s i r e / S B
V ,  = 0  p -< 0  ( *V( 0 B j »




within the same sire breed no rank change among sires occurred in gestation length 
and birth weight o f the calves in both locations. This was not the case fow WWT 
(r*g =  .12) and ADG (r*8 = -.05) where the sires did not have similar rankings in both 
locations. Note that these results were expected from the significance level of the 
LOC x  sire/SB interactions (Table 4) or equivalently from the magnitude of the 
observed variance components (Table 5).
The correction factor, defined as the inter-environmental variance in the 
intra-environmental genetic standard deviation, was substantial for ADG. It represents 
29.8 times the sire/SB component. However, its magnitude is relatively small and 
produces a negligible change in genetic correlation for WWT (r8 = . 10 to r*8 = . 12) to 
an unchanged value for BWT (rg = r*8--.76).
The results indicate that it is possible to remediate dystocia problems by 
selecting animals for shorter gestation lengths that will produce a concomitant 
reduction in birth weight. The relationship between GESTLEN and BWT confirms the 
concept by which the calf weight at birth is a combined result of its genetic make-up, 
the duration of its stay in the uterus and their interaction. The process would not have 
a drastic change on postnatal performances since BWT was not found to be genetically 
associated with gain from birth to weaning and weight at weaning when the estimate 
(r8 =  .07) took into account the covariance component due to interaction. The very high 
(above .95) phenotypic and genetic correlations between ADG and WWT can be 
explained by the fact that preweaning average daily gain is a chronological process and 
makes a major contribution to the weight o f the calf at weaning. Growth pattern 
studies applied to beef cows showed a linear trend before puberty (Brown ei a l . , 1972;
3 0
Brown et al., 1976.
The study also stressed the necessity of including the interaction in the model 
when progeny of the same sires are raised in different environments. Animals selected 
for traits in one environment may respond similarly or differently when selection is 
applied in another environment. The study showed that for BWT and especially for 
GESTLEN, the genetic change in Louisiana from response to selection based on 
results in Nebraska would be reasonably similar and vice versa. This is not true for 
ADG and WWT traits. For these traits, differential responses occurred and therefore 
evaluation of sires should be made within the location where the progeny are to be 
raised. The conclusion is supported by the heritability estimate, tr , (within locations), 
relative to h:2 (across locations). However, when selection is applied simultaneously 
to several traits, the approach taken above (univariate statistical model including an 
interaction term, and heritability estimates) may not be the best one. One of the 
reasons is that all traits would not respond the same in both locations (differing 
magnitude of genotype x environment interaction) and consequently any real practical 
solution to a multi-trait selection problem would be valid for only one trait at a time. 
Therefore, there is a need to estimate changes from one environment to another on the 
basis o f a matrix o f relationships between traits considered jointly.
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CHAPTER III.
GENOTYPE X ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION IN BEEF CATTLE 
COMPLEMENT TESTS TO THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
INTRODUCTION
Genotype by environment interaction is a result of inconsistent genotypic 
differences from one environment to another. The differences may or may not be of the 
same sign, i.e. changes in rank order for genotypes between environments may occur. 
Unless selection is performed under extreme environmental conditions (Frish, 1981), 
there seems little scientific evidence of genotype x environment interaction in cattle 
(Warwick, 1972). However, because of a multitude of factors that are tested as 
environments (year, herd, management levels, locations or regions, contemporary group, 
etc.) and factors that are tested as genotypes (breeds, sire, lines, etc.), interaction of 
genotypes and environments are o f significant magnitude for various traits (Chapman, 
1968; Pani et al., 1973; Bolton et al., 1987a,b).
The practical use of G x E interaction is for the breeder to take advantage of the 
differential response among animal breeds to various environmental conditions. The need 
then for specialized statistical tests for defining genotype by environment interaction is 
apparent. Although useful as a preliminary step to detect GXE, the Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) nevertheless plays a rather limited role. Significant tests (t or F) do not 
indicate the relative interaction of each genotype with the environments of interest. The 
ANOVA evaluates the statistical significance (fixed and random effects), determines the
3 4
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components of variance of random effects and enables the estimation of useful genetic 
parameters (rg, h2), but it does not elucidate the nature of the interaction (either 
qualitative or quantitative).
The objective of this study was to present briefly three recently developed 
techniques useful in the detection o f the nature of a two way interaction. The techniques 
will be applied to the problem of genotype x  environment interaction in beef cattle for 
GESTLEN, BWT ADG and WWT traits.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Outline of the methods.
For m genotypes tested in k environments, classical ANOVA tests if the % mk 
(m-l)(k-l) different interactions, 0 , are equal by calculating the F value based on the 
(m-l)(k-l) linear independent sums of squares or contrasts (Elston and Bush, 1964; 
Searle, 1987). If we define the interaction as (Searle, 1987):
® i j , i  j '  =  M  i j  - M  , y  i - j  +  Ly  . . . ( 1 )
for 1 <  i <  i’ <  m and 1 <  j <  j '  < k and set 6tlj. — p - - p ^  and = n ^  - 
H j.j. where n *s are cell means, then the first method (Azzalini and Cox, 1984) 
calculates the expected value and variance of the number (N) o f quadruples of cells i, 
i’, j and j ’ satisfying the existence of a qualitative interaction, i.e. the quadrant 
is significantly different from zero, or columns (rows) act differently for different 
rows (columns). The method is based on the theoretical expectation for which 
difference between colum ns) and j ’ in rows i exceeds a multiple of a 2 W2 (standard 
error o f a contrast) and the other difference in row i’ is less than the negative of the
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same quantity. This is formulated as follow:
6^. > t a 2 m  and 6rij. < - t o  2 m  ...(2)
The method uses the fact that for sufficiently large positive t, either N = 0 or N = 1, 
the rejection criterion is o f the form:
1 5iir -  2 ‘/2 a ^  5.’ir ^ - 21'2 ta a
I = 1 tfjy. <-2m  ta a  and S iir > 2V1 tQ a  ...(3)
0 otherwise
ta is the multiplier, and is calculated from a negative inverse o f the standardized 
normal integral, e  (■) as;
ta = - e 1 [{- In (l-a)/(m -l)(k-I) mk}]. ...(4)
Corresponding levels of significance for the (minimum) differences in 1 (3) is obtained
using the Poisson approximation (Table 2).
Gail and Simon (1985) developed a test for crossover and non-crossover 
interaction (another terminology for qualitative and quantitative interaction) based on 
the ratio of the joint probability density function of the treatment differences, 6 - (for 
given i) at each point o f an entire four quadrant region, and the joint probability 
density function of the treatment differences for regions corresponding to all 
differences >0 and all differences <0. The likelihood ratio tests whether the vector of 
1/2 m(m-l) different 6^. lies in the orthant in which individual differences are of 
mixed signs (qualitative interactions) or the same signs (quantitative interaction).
One needs to calculate two statistics: the first is obtained by summing only 
those 6^. that are positive and the results are stored in Q :
Q = £ ( 6 ^ / a 2), ...(5)
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and the second is obtained by summing only those 6rij that are negative, and the 
results are stored in Q +:
Q + =  r  ( i iir/ a 2), ...(6)
and finally one rejects the H0: all e*,^. = 0 if
min ( Q , Q +) > c ..,(7)
where c is a critical value (given in Gail and Simon, 1985) and a 2 is a known 
variance of 6^., or its consistent estimate, S2. The method can be extended to test 
H0: 9 (Jiiy = o0, i.e., a substantial treatment difference exists uniformly across subsets.
The third method is that developed by Berger (1984). He considers the problem
of two (or more) groups of normal means from a factorial experiment of many
genotypes (1 ,2 ,.. .I) in two (or more) environments. The method tests the hypothesis 
that the ilh and the i,th genotype means are not in the same order in the two 
environments (J = 1,2). This is equivalent to testing if the <S(JL). differences are either 
all positive or all negative and has in that respect the same idea as Gail and Simon’s 
test. The null hypothesis takes the form 
Hc: Sw  * 5lir < 0 , 
the rejection criterion is met if and only if 
either min (T ^., T 2̂  ) > t„, N.2k 
or max (T '*- T ^.) < -t„ N-2k 
for 0 <  a  < .50, N-2k degrees of freedom and T y  is the familiar student t-test on
H„: <0 for any two genotypes (i = 1,2).
Experimental Data.
The data used to illustrate the techniques were from a joint research effort
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between the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana and 
Roman L. Hruska US Meat Animal Research Center, Clay Center, Nebraska. In both 
locations (j =  1,2), the four sire breeds: Brahman (i = l), Chianina (i — 2), Maine-Anjou 
<i=3) and Simmental ( i=4) were mated to Angus (j — i) and Hereford (j= 2 ) cows to 
produce eight two-bred crosses. The general linear covariance model which described 
Y, the vector of the dependent variables: GESTLEN, BWT, ADG and WWT was a 
mixed model o f random and of fixed effects (see Chapter II). The above methods 
were applied on the unknown vector /3pXl and more specifically the elements of p 
which represent the interaction between breed of sire and location (SBxLO C), breed 
of dam and location (CBxLO C) and breed of sire and breed of dam (SBxCB).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Analysis of variance, means squares and significance levels for the above 
interactions are reported in Table 9 for GESTLEN, BWT, ADG and WWT. 
Appropriate hypotheses and statistics corresponding to the interaction contrasts for 
each of the three methods are summarized in Table 10. Tables 4 and 6 show sire 
breed averages of all traits in both locations and when crossed with Angus and 
Hereford dams. Dam breed averages in Louisiana and Nebraska are reported in Table 
6. Breed of sire by location interactions for the above traits were significant.
However, by examining averages, one can notice that most of the Louisiana means 
were lower than the Nebraska means. All the methods agree to the presence of 
qualitative SB x  LOC interaction for GESTLEN (Table 11). That interaction was 
due to the shorter Simmental GESTLEN in Louisiana compared with shorter Chianina
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TABLE 9 .  LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE FROM THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR GESTLEN,
B U T , PRE-ADG AND WWT
a b c d
S o u r c e d f GESTLEN BUT PRE-ADC UWT
S i n g l e  a n d  r a n d a n n o t r e l e v a n t
e f f e c t *
Cow b r e e d  * L o c a t i o n 1 NS » * * NS NS
(CB*LOC)
S i r e  b r e e d  * L o c a t i o n 3 *# ** a*  *
( S B 'L O C )
Cow b r e e d  * S i r e  b r e e d 3 US NS a NS
(CBa SB)
M ean  a q u a r e *  e r r o r 6 . 0 8 1 1 0 . 5 6 5 . 0 1 3 5 2 2 . 2L0
•  , b , c  A nd  d  a r e  g e s t a t i o n  l e n g t h ,  b i r t h  w e i g h t ,  a v e r a g e  d a i l y
g a i n  a n d  w e e n i n g  w e i g h t ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
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TABLE 1 0 .  SUMMARY OF THE METHODS FOR DETECTING QUALITATIVE INTERACTIONS
M e t h o d *  A s s o c i a t e d  h y p o t h e s i s  S t a t i s t i c  u s e d
A z z s t i n i  e n d  C o*  0 f j j ( j ,  ■ 0  ( 1 )  1 - « x p [ - . 5  m ( m - 1 ) k C k - 1 H  0 ( - t  0 ) >  ]
G a i l  a n d  S im o n  ( 1 )  m t n  (Q , 0  }
1 2-
B e r g e r  ^ i j j ’ * ^ i ' j j , i 0  mi n  o r  max CT j j l , T j j ’ 1
ANOVA ( 1 )  F - t e s t
T « U  1 1 .  TESTING FOR H C n i G E  O f A Q U A LITA TIV E INTERACT ION IMEN T K  ANOVA I S  SIG N ITIC A N 1
ttm E N •Iff. i  m - » K lAff
Type af 
interaction N,« n *  Nj* *1 "3 "i "z *3 N1 *2 *3
Com bread * Location
(c n o c >
NS NS US**
Sire breed * L o c a t io n  
(S1*L0C)
.03 MZ NSb >.1 .046 NSb NS NS NSb NS NS NSb
Con bread * Sirebreed 15 NS NS6
Nj, and Nj •re Gall and Siaon's, A nalinf and Cm's, and Berger's aethods, respectively. *\|S to the Berger net hod indicates the presence o f  
an interaction.
TABLE 1 2 .  LEAST SQUARE MEANS AND STANDARD ERRORS FOR G E ST LE N , BUT', PR E-A D C AMD UUT 8 T  BREED O f  S IR E  AND LOCATION INTERACTION
Sire breed
treh —n ___________ O nenine Heine Aniou Si—entel
L o c e t i o n  1® 2 3  4 1 2 3 4  1 2 3 4  1 2 3 4
L o u i s i e n e 291 .03 3 3 .2 3 .8 0 1 91 .1 2 8 8 .9 1 3 4 . 0 4 .8 0 191 .65 2 8 5 .8 5 32 .51 .7 9 1 9 2 .9 9 2 8 6 .2 3 3 2 . 3 6 .82 1 9 3 .1 9
1 .4 6 1 .4 0 1 .0 1 2 . 0 8 1 . 4 8 1 .4 1 t . 0 1 i l .14 1 . 4 8 i .4 0 l .O I 1 2 .5 0 1 . 5 0 1 .4 7 1 .01 i 2 . 4 4
N ebreefce 291 .36 4 0 . 4 4 .8 5 2 0 6 .9 5 2 8 7 . 0 6 3 9 . 5 3 .9 2 217 .35 2 8 4 .9 4 38 .9 7 .8 9 2 1 1 .5 4 2 8 7 .7 2 4 1 . 2 4 .85 2 0 7 .9 9
t .4 9 * .2 7 t . 0 0 * 1 .3 7 1 . 3 9 t . 3 9 i .O I i l .9 8 1 . 3 9 i . .35 1.01 t l . 8 1 1 . 2 9 1 .3 4 1 .01 1 1 .7 7
* 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  e r e  GESTLEN, BWT, PRE-ADG e n d  UVT, r e s p e c t i v e l y .
T ttU E  1 1 . L U S T  SOUAIE * J U I S  AMO S T M D U D  EM ONS FOB O E S T L E * , BU T, P tE - A M  AM) UUI « f  CQU M E Q  AND LOCATION IN TU A C TIO N
Locst i on
Com b r e e d
«WN Hertford
1* 2 3 * 1 2 3 *
Louitiarw 2 86 .7* 1 2 .9 7 .88 1 9 8 .6 6 2 8 9 .5 7 3 2 .8 3 .8 0 1 8 1 .3 6
± .3 3 ±.29 1.00 i l . U ± .35 * .3 0 t.00 *1.51
■Mwm fc* 286.82 36.87 .86 217.80 131.57 *1.03 .86 203.32
t.2* ±.20 t.QD t  .99 t.2* t.22 t.QO *1.12
* 1 .1 ,3 , *  a r t  GESTLEN, BUT. K E  ADG m l  UUT, r « p * c t t w ly .
T « u  1 4 .  LEAST S O M E  MEANS AM) STAMMNO ERRORS K M  S E S T L E N , B U T , PRE-A D C AND W T  I T  S IR E  IR E E D  AMD COU M E E D  INTERACT ION
Sire brted
iutzsn___________ _ Chiwira___________ Maine Aniwj S iw n ta l
Cow b r e e d 1* 2 3 4 1* 2 3 4 1* 2 3 4 1* 2 3 4
A ngus 289.85 3 4 .  39 .84 2 0 1 .5 7 286 .44 3 4 .08 .8 7 2 0 4 .7 7 2 8 4 .2 5 3 5 .2 8 .84 2 0 3 .2 5 2 8 5 .2 1 3 6 .3 3 .86 2 0 6 .0 8
t . 3 2 t . 3 0 i . 0 1 * 1 -5 4 t - 4 2 1 .4 0 1.01 1I .09 1 .4 2 1 .3 5 t . 0 1 t l  ,96 t . 3 5 ± . 1 7 1 .0 1 1 1 .6 4
H e r e f o r d 2 9 3 .2 5 3 7 .2 5 .81 1 9 6 .4 4 2 9 9 .1 4 3 7 .4 8 .8 4 2 0 2 .2 2 2 8 6 .5 0 3 6 .2 0 .8 2 1 9 6 .6 8 1 3 1 .3 3 3 7 .3 0 .8 0 195.11
t . J f l t . 3 4 t .OT 1 1 . 7 9 t . 4 3 t . 3 9 t . 0 1 1 2 .0 0 1 .4 4 1 .3 8 t.OT 1 1 .9 6 1 .1 6 1 .3 6 1 .0 1 1 1 .8 7
*1,2 ,3 ,4  art GESTLEN, BUT, PRE-ADC and UUT, respectively.
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GESTLEN in Nebraska. One can see that both sire breeds are ranked differently, at 
least gestation length wise, in both location. If we use notations of equation (1), this 
implies that the differences between locations in each of the breed of sire, namely fi4]2 
4 i - /x 42 =  -1.5 days) and S212 ( m 2\ ~ ^ 2 2  = *-9 days), were not only of 
substantial amount but also of opposite signs. Within the cells of interaction 
(Chianina, Simmental) x  (Louisiana, Nebraska) calves sired by Chianina bulls had 
longer GESTLEN in Louisiana (x =  288.9 days) and calves' sired by Simmental bulls 
the shorter gestation length at the same location (x = 286.2 days). Both means were 
significantly different.
Conversely in Nebraska, calves sired by both sire breeds had intermediate 
GESTLEN. Although not significantly different. Chianina-sired calves had 
numerically shorter gestation length (x = 287.1 days) than Simmental sired calves (x 
=  287.7 days). Similarly within each sire breed, GESTLEN averages were not the 
same for both locations.
The consequence of such an interaction is the interpretation of the statistical test 
on the location effect. The overall Analysis o f Variance, as measured by the 
appropriate F-test, indicates that there was no location difference in gestation length.
By itself, a non significant LOC effect could be misleading if the researcher 
overlooked sire breed by location interaction because there were indeed location 
differences, not in the average sense, but within each sire breed.
The interaction of SB x  LOC for BWT came from differences that involved 
the Brahman and Chianina sire breeds. Again, using the notation in equation (1), the 
differences for 6 I2I and fi122 within Louisiana and Nebraska were, respectively: calves
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born from Chianina sires were on the average .81 kg heavier than calves bom from 
Brahman sires in Louisiana but were on the average .91 kg lighter in Nebraska.
Other BWT differences between sire breeds for which signs of 6 ^  changed were 
Chianina-sired calves which were heavier than Sim mental-sired calves (6241 = 1.68 
kg) in Louisiana but were slightly surpassed by the same Simmental-sired calves in 
Nebraska (6242 = -1.72 kg). To a lesser extent, the same trend was observed between 
Maine Anjou-sired calves and Simmental-sired calves (<S34I = .15 kg and <S342 = 
-2.27). The BWT means of calves from Chianina, Maine Anjou and Simmental sire 
breeds were similar (P > .0 5 ) in Nebraska but were significantly different in 
Louisiana. In both locations, Maine Anjou-sired calves had lower BWT than Brahman 
and Chianina-sired calves.
In Nebraska, calves had heavier BWT for all breeds o f sire than those in 
Louisiana. Thus alt location differences taken within each breed of sire (6 -  ) were of 
the same sign. This makes the interpretation of the location effect easier, and at the 
same time helps visualize sire breed differences in each location. In a practical sense, 
such an interaction provides a look at sire breed rankings within each location and 
reduces the problem associated with selection across or within location. The 
interaction was in one direction and was different in that respect from the sire breed 
by location interaction for GESTLEN that showed changes in sign (differences) for 
both directions. A similar reasoning can be applied to the sire breed by location 
interaction for WWT and ADG. Although mean overlaps existed between the two 
locations, the WWT of Brahman-sired calves in Nebraska was the same as the WWT 
of Chianina, Maine Anjou and Simmental-sired calves in Louisiana. Average daily
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gain from birth to weaning was greatest for Chianina-sired progeny reared in Nebraska 
(x =  .92 kg) but was the lowest for Simmental progeny reared at the same location 
(x =  .85 kg).
Both Berger’s and Azzalini & Cox’s tests were able to detect a change in BWT 
rank of Brahman and Chianina sire breeds in both locations. The significance level 
calculated from Azzalini and Cox’s method was .046 (Table 3) whereas from Gail and 
Simon’s test, min (Q +,Q ) was 1.59 and represents a significance level above .10. 
Failure to reject Hq is evidence of a qualitative interaction in Berger’s test. This will 
be the case any time two differences are o f opposite signs regardless of their 
magnitude and variances. This explains the unusual detection of qualitative sire breed 
x location interactions for ADG and WWT and the cow breed x sire breed 
interaction for ADG. For the same reason, the method would also lead to the 
conclusion that a qualitative interaction existed even when the interaction effect from 
the overall ANOVA was not significant as in the case of SB xC B  interaction for 
GESTLEN when tested on fi124 and <S224. There is no discrepancy between the two 
procedures if one recalls that the significance level in Berger’s test ranged from 0 to 
.50.
In general, a qualitative interaction is more exploitable than a quantitative 
interaction. One reason is that with a quantitative interaction, additivity (©lj rj.=0) of 
main effects can be preserved by a linear transformation of the measurements and 
their means (Scheffe, 1959), or by increasing the number o f progeny in the weakly 
discriminating location (Pirchner, 1983). Statistical methods dealing with qualitative 
interactions are important when the overall analysis of variance has shown a
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significant interaction and when an economical component is such that considering the 
interaction as ’worthwile’. In some instances, a significant qualitative interaction may 
only serve as an ’indicator’ for a decision (economic) to move, but does not 
necessairly means the move has to be made (feed type x breed interaction may 
indicate a switch of feed type but the farmer may decide not to). For other areas such 
as in medicine, a qualitative interaction is biologically relevant because they involve 
rank change from one subgroup of patients to another, and therefore the adequate 
treatment will be function of the subgroup on hand. In the latter instance, the Azzalini 
and Cox method is better than the other tests considered in this study. From the same 
data, Gail and Simon’s test gave a much larger p-value (type I error) for GESTLEN 
(.03 vs .002) and BWT (>  .10 vs .046). However, in order to draw a definite 
conclusion, one needs to calculate their power across all ranges of sample sizes.
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CHAPTER IV.
GENOTYPE X ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION IN BEEF CATTLE 
ANALYSIS OF MEANS AND BIPLOT GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION
INTRODUCTION
Results from experiments that involve many genotypes produced in different 
environments are readily interpretable when genotype and environment effects are 
additive, i.e. the effects of genotypes are independent of variation in environments. 
This would be reflected by similar differences between pairs of genotypes across 
subsets of environments. Thus, ranking of individual genotypes in each 
environment is unchanged.However, when the effects of genotypes and 
environments are not additive, the way they interact complicates the interpretation 
of the main effects, especially if the interaction results in a switch of ranking from 
one environment to another. In many cases, overlooking the interaction results in 
an erroneous interpretation of the main effects regardless of the levels of 
significance associated with them, i.e. main effects may or may not be significant.
Specialized techniques to detect the nature of a one-way interaction are 
available (Azzalini and Cox, 1984; Gail and Simon, 1985; and Berger, 1984). The 
techniques have been illustrated in agronomic trials (Baker, 1988) and in animal 
research (see Chapter III). However, a graphical representation of the means 
(Figures 1-4) remains a simple and useful tool to clarify the type of relationship 















Q u a n t i ta t ive  Interaction
* genotype I
21 Location
Figure J . Example of 'quantitative* interaction between two genotypes measured 
in two distinct environments.
Quali ta t ive  Interaction
-  g e n o ty p e  7




Figure 2 Example of 'qualitative' interaction between two genotypes measured 
in two distinct environments
G*E Interaction in Histogram Format
Figure 3. Exam ple o f  quantitative interaction (diff. are positive) and qualitative 





Figure 4. Genotype x Environment interaction for two environments. 
Source: Gail and Simon (1984).
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graphical representation of the original and approximated data matrices is gaining 
ground in many areas o f applied research (Kempton, 1984; Phillips and McNicol, 
1986). The method is usually referred to as a geometrical method (Westcott, 1986) 
and has some links with other statistical procedures such as principal component 
analysis, discriminant analysis (Gabriel, 1982) and correspondence analysis 
(Benzecri, 1973). These techniques are both data-dependent and the coordinates 
are linear functions of the variables (Chamber et al., 1983).
The Analysis o f Means is an attractive alternative for the Analysis of 
Variance when ANOVA is used for mean comparison purpose, i.e. in a fixed 
effects case.
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The Analysis of Means (ANOM) method was originally applied more than 
160 years ago by Laplace (1827) and given the name after the research of Ott 
(1967). It has since received attention particularly in the area of industrial quality 
control (Schilling, 1973; Sheesley, 1980; and Ramig, 1983). The method is a 
simplified alternative to the familiar ANOVA for fixed effects. The ANOM plots 
sample means and offers an easy graphical representation by computing a pair of 
decision lines from which significance is decided (Nelson, 1988):
± h  (aJtV) S { 2(J-1)/(J*R)}I/2 ...(1)
where 6,, = 1/J L 6 ^  with & = /j n - jx , j representing differences in
replicated (R) cell means, all i ¥  i, j ^  j ’ (1 < j < j ’ < J); the critical value at a
level, h is available in Nelson (1983); S2 is a consistent estimate of a 2 with v 
degrees of freedom obtained from an Analysis of Variance. The ANOM is not
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used exclusively for graphical assessment of an interaction, but also can be applied 
to test for presence of a one-way interaction. This is done by way of comparing 
the J slopes (or J number of 6 differences) to the overall slope (<5n ) and check 
to see if max ITjl, calculated from a series of t-tests, is too large relative to
The second method was developed by Gabriel (1971). It consists of 
factorizing the initial matrix, Y, into two matrices, A and B, such that Y = A x 
B \ Graphically it becomes possible to jointly represent in the same plane the rows 
o f Y by the points (a;,, a^) from the A matrix and by the points (bj,. bj2) from the 
B matrix; thus the origin of the name of biplot graphical representation. Original 
matrices o f rank superior to two cannot be exactly represented by a biplot. In such
an instance, the inner products of the first two row and the first two column effects
a,bj will be approximations to the elements ytj of Y.
In general, for any rectangular matrix YmKn of rank r< min (m,n), one uses 
the singular value decomposition (SDV):
r
^ Y TOn= i :  A, Pl q, ...(2)
i = I
= A * diag (Q) * V’ ...(3)
where A and V are orthonormal eigenevectors p; of Y’Y (or YY'), and q; of YY’ 
(or Y’Y), respectively, and Q is the vector o f single values or square roots of non­
zero eigenvalues, A2i( o f Y’Y (or YY’). The above eigenvalues (Q) and 
eigenvectors (A and V) are obtained from a simple SAS matrix program 
(SAS, 1985).
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If we choose a row marker = pi (i = and a column marker bj =
A jqj (j =  l  n), then the matrix is approximated by
Y^) =  AB = [a| aj] b | ■••(4)
b*2
where Ya) is identical to Y ,^  for r= 2 , i.e. the rank of Y is two. In any case, a, 
and bj are always vector-markers of the order two. Generally, the interaction effect 
can be investigated by applying principal component analysis to the adjusted 
response (dependent) variable, i.e. to the residual from the additive ANOVA model 
(Braden and Gabriel, 1978), by extracting eigenvalues from a multiplicative 
interaction model (Mandel,1969) or simply by expressing the interaction
Oij.i-j- =  #* y - m y - rj + ** i-j- = 0  V- (i,i’;j,j’) ...(5)
as a scalar product of the above row and column vector-markers:
(a, - a,.)’ * (bj - bj.) = 0  (i,i’;j,j*) ...(6)
In the case of no interaction, an exact biplot (from a matrix of rank two) will
display collinear row and column markers; the row lines are orthogonal to column 
lines. As the biplot is a method of visual display of data to allow a quick appraisal 
of the internal structure o f the Y matrix, some subjective judgements are involved 
in assessing when (6) is true. Beef cattle data and the general ANOVA that have 
been described in previous chapters are the basis of the analysis of means and 
biplot graphical representation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Significance levels from the GLM fixed effect interactions are reported in 
Table 1. Each interaction is expressed as a percentage of the total sum of squares
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for each of the four traits: GESTLEN, BWT, ADG and WWT. The significance 
levels are the same as those from the overall general linear model presented in 
Chapter II. The values o f the scalar product of the markers in (6) are given in 
Tables 2-5 for SB x LOC and SB x CB interactions. The values of the interaction 
between cow breed and location (CB x LOC) are: .34, 2.59, .01 and .22 for 
GESTLEN, BWT, ADG and WWT, respectively. As expected, only Q.^y 
corresponding to BWT is far from zero, suggesting a significant CB x  LOC 
interaction for the trait. This conclusion has already been reached by ANOVA 
(Table 1). Since cow breed and location each have two levels, any cell o f their 
interaction (2 x 2 ) with breed of sire (SB) will involve a pair of sire-breeds. The 
overall results indicate that for GESTLEN, the significant interaction between breed 
of sire and location is largely due to differences between gestation length of calves 
sired by the Simmental sire breed and by the Chianina sire breed (Table 2). The 
absolute value of is the highest for the Simmental-sire breed (=3 .34).
Figure 5 displays a planar configuration of sire breed and location for 
GESTLEN. It should be noticed that the angle between the line through location 
(St Gabriel, Clay Center) coordinates and the line through Chianina and Simmental 
breed points is far from 90°. However, the angle is much closer to 90° when one 
compares the line through the location coordinates with the line through Brahman 
and Maine Anjou coordinates. Corresponding e ^ y  estimates are 3.34 and .94, 
These results agree with the earlier conclusion from the GLM (Table 1) and more 
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TABLE 16. VALUE OF 6,, IN FIXED EFFECTS INTERACTION FOR GESTATION LENGTH
IN BEEF CATTLE
Cell of interaction* with
Breed of sire location cow breed
Brahman - -
Chianina -2.19 - -.70 -
Maine Anjou -1.24 .94 - -1.15 -.45 -
Simmental 1.16 3.34 2.40 .93 1.63 2.08
c e l l  o f  i n t e r a c t i o n  i n v o i v e s  a  p a i r  o f  s i r e  b r e e d s .
6 2
With regard to the SB x CB interaction, all values in Table 2 are different 
from zero with the exception of (Chianina, Maine Anjou) x CB interaction (e tJ,  ̂ = 
-.45). The pair o f sire breeds formed by Maine Anjou and Simmental has 
constant and relatively high values (2.40 and 2.08 for their interaction with location 
and CB, respectively). There is also a relatively small interaction ( 0 ^ . =  1.16) 
between Brahman and Simmental with location.
As described in the materials and methods section, an angle close to 90° or 
equivalently a small scalar product value of markers, reflects a situation where the 
projection of the breed points onto the (2) location lines drawn from the origin 
(0,0) yields equivalent distances from the origin. The distances can be of the same 
signs or of different signs. The distances (a,) are subsequently multiplied by the 
length of the location vector (bj) to approximate the original performance of the 
breed on that location (Yjj= a ibj). A working example is developed in Appendix I.
If the sire breed points are close together on the plot, then they will have similar 
performances in both locations. If the sire breed points are apart from each other 
and the angle between the sire breed point line and the location points line is close 
to 90°, then the original (observed) performances of the sire breeds are different 
across both locations. However, in both cases the differences between sire breeds 
in both environments are ’similar’, i.e. the SB x LOC interaction is expected to be 
non significant when ANOVA is used. An example is depicted in Figure 6; the SB 
x CB interaction for gestation length is not significant. The line between Brahman 
and Maine Anjou coordinates crosses the Chianina coordinates and seems to be 
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Values o f By ;y for the fixed effects interaction for birth weight (BWT) are 
reported in Table 3. In decreasing order, absolute values of SBXLOC interaction 
are 1.90, -1.75 and 1.32. They represent interaction involving (Chianina, 
Simmental), (Brahman, Chianina) and (Chianina, Maine Anjou), respectively. The 
sire breed pairs o f (Maine Anjou, Simmental) and (Brahman, Simmental) did not 
exhibit high interaction values.
It is noticable that the values o f 8 —y for the interaction SB x CB for BWT 
are high only for the pairs of sire breeds involving Simmental. Suprisingly this 
disagrees with the results from ANOVA (Table 1). On the other hand, one can 
argue that the subjective appraisal as to whether a ©y.y is close to zero or not 
depends on the nature of the variable of interest. Therefore the above values could 
very well be associated with ’small’ departures from zero and thus the agreement 
between ANOVA and equation (6) is reached.
Table 1 indicates a highly significant SB x LOC interaction and a significant 
CB x SB interaction for ADG from the ANOVA. From data in Table 18, all pairs 
of sire breeds contributed to the observed SB x LOC interaction except for the 
(Chianina, Maine Anjou) pair. However, for the CB x SB interaction, the only 
pair of breeds the contribute to the interaction is the ( Brahman, Simmental) pair.
It is very difficult to decide which pairs o f sire breeds contributed to a 
significant interaction, based on values presented in Table 19 for WWT. This is 
especially true when one consider the SB x CB interaction where all B(J ̂ y are 
substantially above zero in absolute value, but only the largest value (8ytij. = 9.65) 
supports the results of Table 7. The SB x LOC interaction for WWT is highly
TABLE 1 7 .  VALUES OF e jj( IN FIXED EFFECTS INTERACTION FOR
BIRTH WEIGHT IN BEEF CATTLE
Cell of interaction* with
Breed of sire location cow breed
Brahman - -
Chianina -1.75 - .06 -
Maine Anjou -.43 1.32 - -.52 -.5827 _
Simmental .15 1.90 .58 1.13 1.07 1.64
c e l l  o f  i n t e r a c t i o n  i n v o l v e s  a  p a i r  o f  s i r e s .
01tr
TABLE 18. VALUE OF 0 , .  i . -, IN  FIXED EFFECTS INTERACTION FOR PRE-WEANING AVERAGE
DAILY GAIN IN BEEF CATTLE
Cell of interaction* with
Breed of sire location cow breed
Brahman - -
Chianina .15 - .02 -
Maine Anjou . 11 -.03 - .01 -.01 -
Simmental -.03 -.18 -.15 .05 .03 .04
c e l l  o f  i n t e r a c t i o n  i n v o l v e *  a p a i r  o f  s i r e s .
cr>C7>
TABLE 19 . VALUE OF 9 (j IN  FIXED EFFECTS INTERACTION FOR WEANING WEIGHT
IN BEEF CATTLE
Cell of Interaction" with
Breed of sire location cow breed
Brahman - -
Chianina 1. 66 - 4.22 -
Maine Anjou 5.30 3.65 - 2.69 -2.58 -
Simmental 3.53 1.88 -1.77 9.65 5.79 6.97
*A c e l l  o f  i n t e r a c t i o n  i n v o l v e s  •  p a i r  o f  s i r e s .
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significant (Table 1) and seems to involve any pair of sires in interaction with 
location.
Similarly, the partition of the interactions into single degree of freedom sums 
of squares (Table 20) shows that cells of interaction were generally significantly 
different from zero for all four traits, except for the interaction involving 
(Chianina, Maine Anjou) x location. As noted earlier, the same sire breeds have 
exhibited an approximate right angle with the line through location coordinates 
implying a situation of non-interaction of both effect levels. The SB x CB 
interaction was generally non significant for all traits (Table 21). This was 
confirmed by the interaction calculated from a pair of sire breeds by cow breed 
interaction as earlier discussed.
The analysis of means (ANOM) is another powerful tool in displaying and 
testing for any one way fixed effects interaction. Table 22 shows that the 
Simmental sire breed has the greatest change in ADG when crossed with Angus 
and Hereford cows relative to other sire breeds. The difference exceeds the upper 
decision line (UDL) and therefore reflects a greater differential (interaction) effect 
(Figure 10). Similarly, significant SB x CB interaction also occurred in GESTLEN 
for the Chianina and Simmental sire breeds. The lack of significant SB x CB 
interactions for BWT and WWT implies little change of SB performance from one 
dam breed to another (Table 22). Two examples are developed in Appendix III.
Analysis o f Means gives a better visual display of the interaction of fixed 
effects (Figures 7-10) than biplot display and is easily programmable in SAS (SAS, 
1986; Fulenwider, 1988). The biplot display suffers from its "approximation”
TABLE 2 0 . PARTITION OF SIRE BREED BY LOCATION INTO SINGLE CONTRAST SUMS OF SQUARES
Pair of breed  Traits
of sire*location
interaction2 df GESTLEN BWT PRE-ADG WWT
Brahman, Simmental 1 161.44* 95.28* .022NS 2788.63(+)
Chianina, Simmental 1 650.30*** 307.29*** .233** 2425.45(+)
Maine Anjou, Simmental 1 592.23*** 163.37** .127* 1164.34NS
Brahman, Maine Anjou l 188.14* 15.68NS .314** 8929.44**
Chianina, Maine Anjou 1 4.16NS 30.96NS .022NS 311.61NS
Brahman, Chianina 1 228.18* 87.33* .466*** 11593.73**
* T h e r e  a r e  s i *  d i f f e r e n t  0 .  j j , j , b u t  
♦ P O O ,  * P < .0 5 ,  * * P < .0 1 ,  * * * P < .0 0 1 ,
o n l y  t h e  f i r s t  t h r e e  
PS = n o n s i g n i f i c e n t .
• r e  l i n e a r l y
Cl
TABLE 2 1 .  PARTITION OF SIRE BREED BY COW BREED INTO SINGLE CONTRAST SUMS OF SQUARES
Pair of breed  Trait
of sire*cov breed
interaction2 df GESTLEN BWT PRE-ADG WWT
Brahman, Simmental 1 27.61NS 2.507NS .097* 2295.52(+)
Chianina, Simmental 1 72.69NS 6.647NS . 02NS 75.06NS
Maine Anjou, Simmental 1 143.85* .047NS . 03NS 414.20NS
Brahman, Maine Anjou 1 55.86NS 1.402NS . 01NS 479.59NS
Chianina, Maine Anjou 1 11.4INS 7.765NS . 00NS 122.55NS
Brahman, Chianina l 15.12NS 18.22NS . 02NS 1185.75NS
® There a r e  s i *  d i f f e r e n t  8 - -  b u t  o n ly  t h e  f i r s t  t h r e e  a r e  l i n e a r l y  i n d e p e n d e n t .
' J t  * J
* P < .0 I5 + P < ,1 0 ,  M S t n o n - s i p n i f  i c a n t
TABLE 2 2 .  RELATIONSHIP OF ANALYSIS OF MEANS DECISION LINES AND $ i()j CONTRASTS
IN  SELECTED INTERACTIONS
Analysis of 
means fANOM) Contrasts outside Sire breed
Selected interactions UDL* LDLb ANOM limits involved
Sire breed*Location 
(GESTLEN)
1.24 -1.74 6212=-1.85;*2U=1.49 Ch ianina; S imnental
Sire breed*Cow breed 
(PRE-ADG)
-.122 -.248 12 Simmental
Sire breed*Cow breed 
(BWT)
5.31 .61 none none
Sire breed*Cow breed 
(WWT)
-27.34 -53.57 none none
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nature since a matrix of rank superior to two can not be represented.
In this chapter we have shown simple techniques from which the practical 
significance of a one way interaction can be determined. Other procedures can be 
found useful in displaying observed differences. Generally those techniques are 
based on "uncertainty intervals" methods such as standard error, confidence interval 
and mostly least significant interval (Horace et aL,  1980). These techniques are 
useful when experimental results are summarized by a series o f means, and can be 
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Based on results of the present study, some interesting conclusions have been 
reached.
1) In an experiment involving genotypes raised in two or more environments, 
it is always necessary to include the (random) interaction in the model. This can 
substantially increase the estimates of genetic parameters and consequently help 
elaborate a more precise selection procedure (such as the development of selection 
indexes).
2) Gestation lengths (GESTLEN) of calves were similar in both locations. 
This implies that differing environments have little effect on the length of gestation 
in cattle. However, the SB x LOC interaction for GESTLEN suggests not all sire 
breed groups performed the same in both environments.
3) The SB x LOC interactions were significant for all traits implying relative 
differences in performance of the sire breeds across environments.
4) Sire/SB x LOC interactions were not observed for GESTLEN or BWT but 
were detected for ADGAD and WWT. Based on the genetic correlations obtained, 
sires rank nearly the same in both environment for prepartum traits but substantial 
reranking of sires would exist between environments for preweaning traits such as 
ADG and WWT.
5) From their ’biological’uses, measures of qualitative interaction are a 
necessary complement to the General Linear Model. Azzalini and Cox’s test 
should be performed whenever possible for it shows the direction of the interaction.
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6) Traditional graphical methods of data display will still be preferred to new 
and more sophisticated methods. It is suggested that the Analysis o f Means 
(ANOM) is a useful alternative to a simple plot of means.
Appendix I
3.14 1.02 -2.04 -1.66
The original matrix Y2x4 =
3.47 -.83 -2.95 - .17
The four matrix columns are breeds of sire (Brahman, Chianina, Maine Anjou,and 
Simmental), and the two rows are locations (St. Gabriel and MARC). Gestation length 
is the trait under study. The singular value decomposition (SDV), factorizes Y2ji4 
(SAS, 1982) in the following form:
^ 2 x 4  =  A 2x2* ( 0 2 x 1 ) *  ^ *2x 4













If wc let â  ( i*  1,2) be the row marker o f A and bj = kj (j = 1,2) be the column 
marker of V*Q , the original matrix can be reformulated as:
Y -  Z a, A, qi 
= E a ^  = a ,b ', + a2b ’3
Appendix II
The interaction effect can be calculated from row and column markers (a, - 
- bj.). As an example, for the cell interaction of breeds of sire, as ’b ’- 
markers, with locations as ’a'-markers, lets consider
(Brahman, Chianina) x (St Gabriel, MARC) interaction for gestation length 
(GESTLEN)
Once again 





























The result is easily checked by the usual interaction from cell means.
M y  " M i j ’ "  M j ’j  M i ' j '
= 291.03 - 288.91 - 291.36 +  287.06= -2.18 k-2.19
A-jQi ^292 N >̂2
1.786*(-.015) 6.007*. 779 -.0 2 6 2  4.679
1.786*(-.736) 6.007*.0103 -1.314 .0619
b; = 1.786*(-.250) 6.007*(-.592) = - .4468 -3.556
1.786* .629 6.007*(-205) 1.124 -1.230
then the Kronecker product o f the two markers is
3) a ^  *^162
x  [b, b j  =
where the elements of a2bj and a ^  are set to zero, 
thus
-745
a jb ’j = x  [-.0262 -1.314 -.447 -1.124]
.667
-745*-.026 -.745**1.314 -.745*-.447 -,745*-1.124
.667*-.026 .667*-l.314 .667*-.447 -,667*-1.124
.02 .979 .333 -.838
-.02 -.876 -.298 .749
85
.667
a2b ’2 _ x  [4.679 .062 -3.56 -1.23]
.745
3.12 .041 -2.37 -.82
3.49 . 046 -2.65 -.92
Thus, one can see that a ,b l +  a2b’2 = Y2x4 the original matrix 
.02 + 3.12 .979 +  .041 .333 - 2.37 -.838 - .82 
-.02 -1- 3.49 -.876 + .046 -.298 - 2.65 . 749 - .92
3.14 1.02 -2.04 -1.66
3.47 -.83 -2.95 -.171
Appendix III
Analysis of Means Steps,
Example 1. Sire Breed by Cow Breed interaction for PRE-ADG
The Analysis o f Means calculates the difference between Cow breeds (i = 1, i’ = 2) cell
means (see Table 4, chapter III) for each Sire Breed (j).
difference 6 ^
 GiijHiij)-----
1.70 - 1.93 =  *.23 
1.92 - 2.11 = -.19 
1.83 - 2.30 = -.20
















The average of differences across sire breeds is;
6lV =  (i/j) X 6nj for J =  1,2,3,4 
= (-.23 -.19 -.20 -. 12)/4 
= -.185
Decision lines are computed as in (1) :
filv ±  h(a;J,v) (MSE * 2 * (J-1)/J*R)* 
where R, the number of observations within each cell, is for sake of simplicity the 
minimum number of observations, n  ̂ , among all cells. In this case with R =145, 
MSE = .062 (Table 1), h(a,J,v) = 2.47 [critical values given in Nelson (1983)], the 
expression in (1) becomes:




then the Upper Decision Line is at .185 + .063 =  -.122 
and the Lower Decision Line is at -.175-.063 = -.248
It is then obvious that only Simmental sire breed is outside the range since -.12 > -.122 
to > -.248
Example 2 . Sire Breed by Cow Breed interaction for BWT.
difference 6 ^
Sire breed CodeTil -------------------- Name
Brahman 1 86.495 - 83.901 =  2.594 fi21l
Chianina 2 83.826 - 81.103 = 2.723 &2\2
Maine Anjou 3 81.690 - 80.256 = 1.434 2̂13
Simmental 4 85.963 - 80.879 = 5.084 «314
Then
=  (2.594 +  2.723 +  1.434 +  5.084)/4 
=  2.96
Then 2.96 ±  2.47 (90.20 * 2  * 3/(4 +  150)]w defines the decision lines : 2.96 +  2.35 
= 5.31
is the Upper Decision Line and .2.96 - 2.35 = 61 is the Lower Decision Line. 
Conclusion: all Srij are within .61 and 5.31
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